Schumacher
Custom Saddles
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I ALSO MAKE PERSONAL ITEMS,
CHECK BOOK COVERS, DAY PLANNERS,
BILLFOLDS, KNIFE SHEATHS, BELTS

110 Commercial Ave.
Wolsey, SD 57384
PH: 605-883-4554

I can build you the saddle of your dreams. A
saddle that fits you perfectly that you can ride
all day. Whether its ranch work or roping, or
cutting, or barrel racing, or just riding the trails,
I can build a saddle for you. Not only should a
saddle fit you it should also fit your horse
perfectly. I can fit one horse in particular or I
can make the saddle so that it fits a certain type
of horse. So if your horse is high withered or
mutton withered I can make the saddle to fit
him perfectly. Saddles not only should fit you
and your horse perfectly, they should look
good too. So whether it’s a ranch saddle or a
full carved performance saddle you can get the
look you want.
Detail of ½covered brass bound strups

Tooling patterns vary to the taste of the
customer. I can make a saddle plain or full
carve it in a variety of different flowers leaves or
basket stamped.

½ Breed saddle built on a R.C. roper.
Many of my friends that rope, really like
this tree. I’ve made two R.C. ropers for NFR
qualifier Logan Olson. Logan likes the way the
saddles fit his horses and the14 ½ inch seat
with longer fenders helps him get to the front
of the saddle quicker so he can rope faster.
No matter what your performance
requirements are, I can make a saddle to fit
your needs. Seat lengths from 12 inches to 18
inches. Fenders to match the length of your
legs. Cantle heights 2 to 6 inches. Swell widths
8 to 14 inches. I can make the saddle just
about any size you want.

